


1.Thes booklet has been inves�gated meticulously and its eviden-
ces been approved.
2.The virtue and rewards of ( Hajj and Umrah ) have been pointed
out in it .
3. All prays and rituals of ( Hajj and Umrah ) have been tried to be
include with evdence in clear and easy manner step by step .
4. Informs the ( pilgrims ) and ( Umrah performers ) from many mi
-stakes .
5.Also includes many ( researches and Fatwas ) which are guiding
the pilgrims and Umrah performers.
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Praise is to Allah, prayer and peace is upon the Messen
-ger of Allah, his family and companions and , his allies
after that :
Whoever perform the Hajj or any kind of worshiping
his inten�on ,ac�on and talk must be towards getting
closer to Allah, since actions is by intentions ,also show
calmness and so�ness to his colleagues,have forgiven -
ess and patient with them. Allah says :

)For Hajj are the months well known . If anyone undertakes that
duty therein,Let there be no obscenity,nor wickedness,nor wrangl
-ing in the Hajj. In addi�on, whatever good ye do , ( be sure ) Allah
knoweth it . And take a provision ( With you ) for the journey , but
the best of provisions is right conduct . So fear Me , o ye that are
wise (. Sura Al- Baqara 197

Pilgrim should have knowledge about the worship
which he performing. As prophet says :

( Take your rituals from me ) narrated by Baihaqi

Keep away from sin and disobedience .
And equips his luggage.
And do not forget travel prayer .
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1. To be sincere to Allah, strive to be corrected and Exp
-ecting the reward from Allah.
2. Should be in accordance to the Quran and Sunnah
and how been performed by Prophet .

Travelling for Pilgrimage and Umrah is a blessed jour
-ney in which Muslim spends of his �me , efforts and
money , further more all places and �mes he will be
through are very important and sacred because the
Almighty Allah has chosen and men�oned them which
represent the symbol of monotheism includes; ritual of
Hajj and Umrah and pray , sacrifice and obedience in
those days etc.... Allah says :

That (is the command). And whoso magnifieth the offerings conse
-crated to Allah,it surely is from devo�on of the hearts)Sura Alhajj 32

( Allah's Messenger was asked , " What is the best deed ? " He

Each worship and ac�on is required the following

The favour and reward of Hajj & Umrah
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replied , " To believe in Allah and His Apostle ( Muhammad ) . The
ques�oner then asked,"What is the next(in goodness)?He replied,
" To par�cipate in Jihad ( religious figh�ng ) in Allah's Cause ." The
ques�oner again asked , " What is the next ( in goodness ) ? " He
replied, "To perform Hajj ( Pilgrim age to Mecca ) 'Mubrur, ( which
is accepted by Allah and is performed with the inten�on of seek -
ing Allah's pleasure only and not to show off and without commit-
ing a sin and in accordance with the tradi�ons of the Prophet ) . "
Narrated by Albukhary & Muslim

The Messenger said , " Whoever performs Hajj (pilgrimage) and
does not have sexual rela�ons ( with his wife ) , nor commits sin ,
nor disputes unjustly ( during Hajj ) , then he returns from Hajj as
pure and free from sins as on the day on which his mother gave
birth to him.". Narrated by Albukhary & Muslim and others

. Narrated by Albukhary &
Muslim and others.
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(The prophet asked a woman from Al ansar called(UmSinan) what
prevented you to perform Hajj with us , she replied : father of ( )
she meant her husband had two camels , he performed Hajj with
his son on one of them and we used the other camel to water our
plants ( palm trees ) prophet said: performing Umrah in Ramadan
has reward of a Hajj or perform a Hajj with me). Mutafaq Alaih

(The effort ( Jihad ) for elders , patients and women are Hajj and
Umrah) . Albany said is good

( The prophet sai : perform Hajj a�er Umrah con�nuously since
that wipes the poverty and sins as the furnace cleans the iron
from the maliciousness ). Narrated by Ahmed, Alturmithy, Alnasayee, and
Ebn Khuzaimah in his book(Sahih)

Supplication is required at all �mes , in the Hajj and
Umrah need emphasize that , for some of the supplica
-tion �mes and places are been allocated,the most imp
-ortant of them are :
1. Supplication of circumambula�on.

Prayer and supplica�on to Allah
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2. Supplication of striving (Saee).
3. Supplication (inside Kaaba) and (Black stone).
4. Supplication when you drink Zamzam.
5. Supplication for the day of Arafah.
6. Supplication at the Mashaar Alharam.
7. Supplication after throwing anthrax Minor & middle.
8. Supplication at the ( Almultazam ) which is located
between the black stone and the door of the Kaaba.

1. To be on purity and facing the Qibla.
2. To purify intentions for Allah bringing up your heart.
3. To begin your prayer with praise be to Allah prayer
and peace be upon the Messenger of Allah ,and so
finishing with that again.

4. Avoid Bad Supplica�on .
5. To confess your sin and show remorse.
6. To lower your voice and insist on demand For Forgiv
-eness.
7. To abound of prayer and repeat it be patient for
your prayer to be answered .
8. Pray with the most beautiful names of Allah , as
Allah says :

How to make supplication
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( the most beau�ful names belong to Allah : so call on him
) chapter Al-by them aaraf 180

It should make certain that Allah will answer your
supplica�ons, Allah says :

(And when My servants ask you,[ O Muhammad ] , concerning Me
indeed I am nea . I respond to the invoca�on of the supplicant
when he calls upon Me . So let them respond to Me [ obediently ]
and believe in Me that they may be [rightly] guided ).
Chapter Albaqara 186

Prophet says:
( There is nothing respec�ul on Allah than supplica�on ) Narreted by
Ebn Hibban

He noted that, he said

( Invader in the way of Allah and the Pilgrims are Allah delega�ons
,when he invited them,they replied ,and they asked him he award
-ed them ) narreted by EbnMajah.

Supplica�on when enter the mosque
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(In the name of Allah and peace and blessings be upon the Messe
-nger of Allah , forgive me my sins , and open for me the doors of
your mercy). Narrated by Alturmithy

Upon the exit say

(in the name of Allah and peace and blessings be upon the Messe
-nger of Allah , forgive me my sins , and open for me the doors of
your grace ) narrated by Alturmithy.

(Islam,Adulthood,The sound mind,Freedom and Ability) .
The Ability means :

1. Financial ability.
2. Physical ability .
3. For women the presence of mahram ( her close rela�ve ).
prophet says :

( Woman cannot travel without Mahram ) Albukhary and Muslim

(It is not permissible for women of any age to travel
without a mahram, whether it is for the obligatory Hajj
or delegate or any worship) the standing commi�ee.

The conditions obliga�ng the Hajj
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Zat u lrqAl juhfah

Zulhulaifah

Qarn al-Manazil

yilamlm

Prophet said :

(Zamzam water is for what been drunk for) Sahih aljamee.

So when you drink Zamzam don’t forget the supplication.

You can pray Sunnah in the Hijr if it was possible.
you can do ( Tawaafs ) instead of ( pray the Masjid )

greeting.
(do Tawaafs seven times then pray behind the Sta�on
(Maqam) that has been mentioned).

(place where the pilgrim must wear Ehram in)
It is the places where deprived the pilgrim in :

Remember

TheMiqat
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Note

AL-IFRAD

AI-QIRAN

AI-TAMATU

Types of Pilgrimage

There are three types types of Hajj :

Which is the pilgrim wear the Ehram for Hajj only at
the Miqat by saying : ( Responding to Hajj ) Ebn Taimiyah.

Which is the pilgrim wear the Ehram for Hajj and Umra
-h at the Miqat by Saying : ( Responding to Umrah and
Hajj ) Ebn Taimiyah

Which is the pilgrim wear the Ehram for Umrah with
intention for Hajj later at the Miqat (this means the
pilgrim can wear normal clothes after completing
Umrah until Hajj �me comes) by saying
( responding to Umrah enjoying by to Hajj) Ebn Taimiyah.

Whoever wanted Umrah only, it intends Umrah from
Miqat.
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before wearing Ihram

1. Washing and scrub if possible,Man can use perfume.
Then wears Ihram not covering his head, and for a

woman can do Ihram in any dress she wants, provided
that not be exci�ng or exposing any part of her body .
2. Then intends Umrah or Hajj in the heart and u�ered
by Saying :

( Responding to Umrah )
or ( Oh God responding to Umrah )
or ( Responding to Umrah enjoying by to Hajj )

3. Then saying :

( Oh Allah my intention is for Hajj neither hypocrisy nor
fame ) Ebn Majah

If pilgrim feared from siege, then make an condition
for his intention by saying :

( If any thing sieged me , then my position is where I
was sieged ) Albukhary & Muslim

5. Then pronounce the respond loudly saying :
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The taboos of Ihram

( Oh my God I have respond , I respond and you have no partner
associated with you, all praise to you and grace from you and you
are the owner for every thing , you have no partner associated
with you) Albukhary & Muslim

Repeat these words and remember Allah all �mes, and
woman tune her voice down when saying the response.

1. Hair cut .
2. Nail cut .
3. Wearing gloves and veil for woman .
4. Covering head by any means for man .
5. Wear sewn garments for men .
6. Using perfume .

If someone does one of these taboos Unintentionally or
forge�ul no action required for these mistakes , however if
any of them deliberately been done then a ransom should
be made , which is ( fast three days or feed six poor people
or slaughter an animal ) .
7. Hun�ng.
8. Fondling with woman directly or by kissing.
9. Marry a woman or to marry on someone’s behalf .
10. Sexual intercourse.

If someone had sexual intercourse before first release
from Ihram his Hajj will invalidate , then he has to make
another Hajj next year , and slaughter an animal ( Budn ) in
Mekkah.If he had sexual intercourse after first dissolve from
Ihram , then he has to slaughter a sheep in Mekkah only.
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Pilgrim guide in Umrah

First Al-Tawaafs (circumnaviga�on)

When you arriving ( Mekkah ) it is permissible to wash
yourself(Sunnah)then go to Masjid Alharam to perform
the Umrah.

( Circumambula�on is such as prayer you should be in
fully purity, but ablution for striving (Sayee) is (Sunnah)
means be�er to have not compulsory .

When you reached(Masjid Alharam)enter with your
right foot , then read the entering Masjid supplication.
1. When you are close to ( Kaabah )then stop repea�ng
the respond supplica�on , then put the house of Allah
of your le� shoulder then start Tawaafs by completing
seven circles .
2. Reveal your right shoulder during the Tawaafs .

Before conduc�ng the Tawaafs , it is ( Sunnah ) to
uncover the right shoulder , making the middle of the
clothes under the stomach and freed both side of the
clothes on the le� shoulder that is called(Al-Edhtiba’a).

It is Sunnah to be quick in walk during the Tawaafs
making small steps in the ( first three rounds ) , which
known as( Alraml ) and making normal walking in other
rounds , these exclusively for men .
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3. Start from black stone and walk quickly in the ( first
three ) circles .
4. Wipe on the black stone if it is possible and kiss it
and say :

( In name of Allah, Allah is greater )
if this was not possible then only touch the black

stone by your right hand then kiss your hand,if this was
not possible then only point it by your right hand and
say :
( Allah is greatest ).

it is not permissible to harm Muslims in order to kiss
the black stone.
5. Be wrapped up with reading supplications or reciting
Quran between the ( black stone and Yamaany corner )
in all your circles .
6. when you reached( yamaany corner )then wipe it on
with your right hand without kissing, and say :

( In name of Allah , God is greater )
if this was not possible,then leave without pointing at
or saying :
(Allah is greater).
7. Between ( Alyamaany Corner and the Black Stone )
you can say :
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Second two Rakats of Tawaafs

( Our Lord , give us in this world [ that which is ] good and in the
Hereafter [ that which is ] good and protect us from the punishent
of the Fire ) chapter Albaqara 201
8. When you completed the Tawaaf then put the Ihram
on your shoulders.
9. The Tawaafs starts and ends from the black stone.

A�er comple�ng Tawaafs go towards the maqaam
Ibrahim and say:

( And take,[O believers]from the standing place of Ibrahim a Place
of prayer ) chapter Albaqara 125
1. Pray the ( two rakats ) behind the Station if was poss
-ible , if not pray where was possible in the masjid.
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Third Al-Saee (striving)

The first rakat after reci�ng the Alfa�ha recite ( Sura
Al-Kaafiroon) ( ) .

The second rakat a�er reciting the Alfa�ha recite
(Sura Al-Ikhlaas) ( ) .

also it is permissible to recite from any chapter.
2. Then if it was possible and easy to do without
harming Muslims , you can go to kiss the black stone.
3. Then go to drink from Zamzam water and pour on
your head.

Then you go to Al-safa for striving seven times.

1. If you go to the top of the hill ( which preferred ) or
become close to the hill then say :
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( Indeed , a-safa and al-Marwah are among the symbols of Allah .
So whoever makes Hajj to the House or performs 'umrah - there is
no blame upon him for walking between them. And whoever volu
-nteers good - then indeed, Allah is apprecia�ve and Knowing).

So say:

( we start with what Allah has started with ) narrated by Muslim.

2. If you climb the hill of Al-safa then stop and face the
Kaaba if possible to see the Kaaba clearly and say :

( there is no God except Allah , Allah is greater , there is no God
except Allah is the one no partner associated, he is the owner and
all praise to him , he gives life and cause death and has power on
everything , there is no God except Allah his along delivered his
promise and support his servant and defeat all par�es by himself )
narrated by Muslim.

Repeat that three �mes , and make any supplication
in between .
3. Then move from Alsafa towards Almarwa .when you
reached the ( green flag ) start jogging quickly until you
reach the ( second green flag )(for men only) then walk
as you were walking before until you reach Al-marwa .
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Forth Shaving or Hrimming Hair

engage with mentioning Allah , supplication and glor
-ify Allah , also reciting Quran is permissible.
4. When you climb on Al-marwa then stop and face the
Kaaba then repeat the words and the supplica�ons you
were reciting at Al-safa except the verse ( 159 Al-baqarah )

since this will be recite only at Al-safa in the first time.
5. Strive seven �mes between Al- safa and Almarwa
one round for going and another for returning, the last
round would be at Almarwa .
6. All so you can Repeat this words at the all striving
rounds:

( Oh my lord I ask for your forgiveness and mercy , indeed you are
the so powerful and most gracious )Albany said is correct.

Upon accomplishment of striving you must shave or
trim your hair, shaving is preferred for men the trimm -
ing should apply to all your head , the prophet said :

( Oh my lord forgive the shavers, they said to him and trimers? He
replied oh my lord forgive the shavers , they said to him and trim-
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If you done what been men�oned above so
thanks to Allah you accomplished the Umrah

Pillars of Umrah

Duties of Umrah

mers ? He replied oh my lord forgive the shavers, they said to him
and trimmers ? He replied at the third �me and the trimmers as
well ) Mu�afaq alaih.

If you arrived to Mekkah at close time of Hajj , it is
preferred to trim your hair for Umrah in order to shave
it at Hajj �me , for woman trimming her pigtail one
finger length only .

Whoever quit any of these pillars will invalidate his
Umrah.
1. Ihram.
2. The circumambula�on.
3. The striving.

Whoever quit any of these du�es he has to slaught-
er animal in Makah and distributed on the poor people
in Mekkah it is not permissible eat from it and his
Umrah is valid.
1. Wearing Ihram at Miqat .
2. Shaving or trimming hair while on Ihram .
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Hajj guide during Hajj time

( 8th ) of Dhul-hijjah ( Tarwiyah day )

The hajj ac�ons before (8th) Dhul-hijjah

The hajj actions before(8th)Dhul-hijjah Tarwiyah day:
1. Who is doing( tamattu )relax Hajj should wear Ihram
at the Miqat and say:

(Oh Allah I am responding to Umrah leading to Hajj ) Ebn taimiyah

2. Arriving Tawaafs is that action does it any one doing
Umrah when arriving the House .
3. Striving between Alsafa and Almarwa .
4. Shaving or trimming the hair .

Dissolving from Ihram and staying as it is un�l tarw -
iyah day (which is eighth of Dhul-hijjah).

Today is the first day accessing the Hajj time & wearing
Ihram clothes ( wearing the special clothes and other
conditions apply ) a�er sunrise, then start repeating all
ac�ons he did before entering Ihram ( washing himself,
cleaning , and using perfume ),repea�ng the actions he
conducted during first Ihram at meqat,However( Alqarin
and Almufrid ) pilgrims are in their Ihram con�nuing.
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Avoid these

1. Making inten�on for Hajj from the place where wear
-ing Ihram by saying :

( responding for Hajj ) Ebn Baz.
2. then start repeating Talbieh.

(Oh Allah I am at your service and your worships, I responded to
your call you have no partner to pick , the praise and blessing to
you , you are the King and the owner of everything , No partner
with you ) Albukhary & Muslim

3. On (8th) of Dhul-hijjah morning ( before midday ) pilg
-rims can move towards Mina with repeating Talbiya .
4. pilrim will pray Dhuhr & Asr & Maghrib & Eshaa ,and
Morning of ( 9th ) Dhul-hijjah in Mina With shortening
without gathering except Maghrib and Morning prayer
cannot be shortened .
5. Staying in Muna un�l the sunrise of Arafah day, then
pilgrims move towards Arafah by repa�ng Talbiya or
glorify Allah.

1. Repeating Talbiya in group , as there is no evidence
supports this .
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( 9th ) of Dhul-hijjah (Arafah day)

2. Gathering the prayers in Mina , it is allowed to short
-en the prayers without gathering .
3. Leaving (Mina) the night before (Arafa)day without a
reason.

The prophet said about Arafah day :

( Allah has never released slaves from Hellfire than releasing them
in Arafah day , boas�ng himself over the Angles and saying : What
are they demanding..etc? ) narrated by Muslim.

He said the best supplica�on on the day of Arafah
and the best I said and the prophets said before me is:

( There is No God associated with Allah , He has no Partner owner
all the wealth , deserves the praise and has the ul�mate power
over everything ) Albany corrected

Servants should perform Hajj’s rituals for the sake of
glorification, respect, love and submission to Allah,perf
-orming in serenity and dignity and following prophet’s
steps.
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Pilgrims moving from Mina to Arafat a�er sunrise

Some common mistakes

Stay in ( Namirah ) un�l a�ernoon if it is possible, if not
then it is fine , as the ( Namirah ) station is Sunnah not
obligatory.
1. Pilgrims will pray Dhuhr and Asr shortening and gath
-ering by bringing Asr prayer to Dhuhr , making one
Athan and two Eqama (calling for the prayer to begin) .
2. It is Sunnah for pilgrims to remember the Allah all
day and reci�ng Quran and do the supplica�on .
3. Facing the Qiblah when star�ng supplica�on not the
moun�ng .
4. According to Sunna is the best to raise your handsup
when starting supplication as the prophet did .
5. Not permissible to stand in (Ernah) valley, because it
is not a part of Arafat place.
6. Not permissible to fast at Arafah day .

1. Some pilgrims leaving Arafat before sunset.
2. Moving towards the moun�ng and climbing , wiping
the mounting by hand .
3. Engaging with laugh , joke and falsehood speech dur
-ing Arafah day,leaving the remembering God and sup-
lication in that great moment.
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At sunset on day of Arafah

At sunset pilgrims move in to Muzdalifah ( a place
located between Arafah and Muna ) .
1. Staying at night in Muzdalifah one of the obligetory
part of Hajj .
2. Pilgrims gather Maghrib prayer with Isha (delay Mag
-hrib un�l Isha �me) performing with one call ( Athan )
and two Iqamah , shortening isha prayer.

the( prophet gathered both prayers Maghrib & isha without doing
any( Tasbih )glorify Allah, after none of the prayers ) Sahih Albukhary

3. Carrying seven small stone to be thrown at the(great
Alaqabah) it is permissible to carry the grits from Mina
these stones should be bigger than chickpeas grain , or
smaller than broad bean grain .
4. Pilgrims should hurry to move fromMuzdalifah after
Fajr �me ( which is before sunrise ) .
5. Pilgrims should stay at ( Mash’ar Alharam ) facing
Qibla making supplica�on and reciting more until
sunrise, if it is not possible, then making supplication
from his own place as prophet said :

(I have stand here , and all paces are sta�on). narrated by Muslim.
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( 10 th ) of Dhul-hijjah (slaughter day)

Mistakes should be avoided

6. Pilgrims move to Mina before sunrise when they rea
-ched Mahsr valley then they start walking quickly .

It is permissible for men and women who are ill or
have weakness to move to Muna a�er sunset .

1. It is not permissible to go collecting stones before
praying Maghrib and isha .
2. It is not permissible to wash the stones that been
collected to throw .
3. to believe collec�ng stones should be in Muzda lifah.

Allah says

(And, it is, an announcement from Allah and His Messenger to the
people on the day of the greater pilgrimage that Allah is disassoci
-ated from the disbelievers, and[so is]His Messenger) Altawbeh 3.

The prophet stopped on day of Slaughtering Anim
-al he doing Hajj said :
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When pilgrims reach Mina

( what day is it today ?) they replied: slaughter day, then said: this
is the Great Pilgrimage ) narrated by Abi Daowd.

Pilgrim performs five things ( throwing stones, slaug
-hter animal, shaving or trimming hair, Tawaafs and str
-iving ) if one of them done before another it is fine.

1. Throw at Jamarah( great Alaqaabeh )with seven ston
-es con�nually , which is the closest Jamarat ( embers )
from Mekkah . Repeating Allah is greater with each
stone throwing.
2. Pilgrim slaughters the animal , will eat from it and
distributes on the poor people . Slaughtering animal is
compulsory on ( Mutamatee and Qarin ) pilgrims only .
and sunnah for ( Mufrid ). pilgrims saying when slaugh
ters :

3. Shave the head or trim; shaving is preferred for men
, women trimming her hair with length of finger.
4. Dissolve from Ihram and wearing normal clothes.

This dissolve called small dissolve, or first dissolve.
5. Tawaf al-ifadah ( essential ) it is permissible to post-
pone this action un�l (11 or 12 )th of Dhul-hijjah or post
-poned to be performed with Tawaf Al-wada(farewell).
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6. Striving between Safah and Marwa is part of hajj can
be postponed to(11 or 12) thof Dhul-hijjah or postopned
to be performed with Tawaf Al-wada (farewell).

Time to be unbounded to forbidden acts ( to be released
from certain acts a�er this points ).

1. The pilgrim will be allowed perform all activi�es that
been forbidden from him except sexual intercourse.
2. After performing Tawaf Al-wada , means after great
dissolve,the pilgrim is allowed to perform any ac�vi�es
even sexual intercourse, this is only for ( Al-mufrad and
Al-qarin ) strivers exclusively.
3. Tawaf al-ifadah, striving, and Tawaf Al-wada should
be performed by pilgrim in his normal clothes.

Note
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( 11 th ) of Dhul-hijjah

( 12 th ) of Dhul-hijjah

1.Pilgrims should stay in Mina at night of ( 11 th ).
2.Throwing all three ( Al-jamarats ) in a�ernoon of that
day, starting with (smallest Jamarat) then (middle)then
( great Aqabah ) throwing seven stone at each Jamara
and saying :

Allah greater with each stone throwing .
3. It is Sunnah to make supplica�on during throwing at
(smallest) and (middle) Jamarat.

1.Pilgrims should stay in Mina at night(12 th)Dhul-hijjah.
2. Throwing all three ( Al-jamarats )in a�ernoon of that
day, starting with ( smallest Jamarat ) then middle then
( great Aqabah ) throwing seven stone at each Jamara
and saying :

Allah greater , with each stone throwing .
It is Sunnah to make supplica�on during throwing at

( smallest ) and ( middle ) Jamarat.
3. If pilgrim is in hurry it is permissible to leave from
( Mina ) to (Mekkah) before sunset.
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( 13 th ) of Dhul-hijjah

These mistakes must be avoided

The last performance of pilgrim in Mekkah

1. It is Sunnah to stay in Mina night of(13 th)Dhul-hijjah.
2. Throwing all three( Al-jamarats ) in a�ernoon of that
day, star�ng with (smallest Jamarat) then(middle) then
( great Aqabah ) throwing seven stone at each Jamara
and saying

Allah greater with each stone throwing .
It is Sunnah to make supplica�on during throwing at

(smallest) and (middle) Jamarat.
3. Then leaving (Mina) returning to Mekkah.

1. Some pilgrims believe that throwing stone to Jamar
- at is throwing at Satan , accordingly , they throw the
stones strongly . However , God made this Jamarat to
mention his name loudly .
2. Throwing big stones or shoes .
3. Squeezing peoples at Jamarat when throwing stones
4. Throwing all stones in one go.

If pilgrim wants to visit Madinah ( prophet’s city ) or
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Hajj du�es

go back home, then performs Tawaf Al-wada and leave
mekkah.

For woman that is on period or recently gave birth,
they cannot perform Tawaf Al-wada . The prophet :

(has commanded people to do last performance at House(Kabaa)
however woman on period been excluded)narrated by Albukhary & Muslim.

1. Perform seven circumambula�on around the House.
2. Pray ( two rakats ) behind the ( Maqam ) Station of
Ibrahim , and then leave mekkah.

Whoever quit any of these du�es he has to slaughter animal
in Mekkah and distributed on the poor people in Makkah , it
is not permissible eat from it , and his Hjj is correct .
1. Wearing Ihram at Miqat .
2. Standing in ( Arafah ) until sunset .
3. Staying in ( Muzdalifah ) until sunrise .
4. Staying in ( Mina ) on Altashriq days ( eleven, twelve
and thirteen ) of Thil Hijja.
5. Throwing stones at Jamarat .
6. Shaving or trimming hair .
7. Al-wada’a circumambula�on .
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The Sunnah of Hajj and Umrah

Pillars of Hajj

8. Slaughtering animal for relaxed or Qarin pilgrim.

Whoever quit any of these pillars his Hajj will be invalid .
1. Ihram, ( it is an intention to enter Hajj ) .
2. Standing in Arafah .
3. Tawaf al-ifadah (essen�al circumambula�on ).
4. Striving between Alsafa and Almarwa.

Whoever quit any of these ( Sunnah )no penalty will
occurs .
1. Washing up for Ihram .
2. Wearing two white pieces of clothes as Ihram , and
woman intends Ihram with her normal clothes .
3. Repeating the respond for Hajj and repeated loudly .
4. Staying in Mina at night of Arafah .
5. Kissing the black stone .
6. ( Al-Edh�ba’a ) this is uncovering the right shoulder
for men , making the middle of the clothes unde r the
stomach and freed both side of the clothes on the le�
shoulder.
7. Arrival ( Tawaf ) for Mufrad or Qarn’s pilgrim.
8. Alraml ( jogging ) in the first three rounds of Umrah
or arrival Tawaf.
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Disciplines of Almadinah’s visit

Visi�ng Al-madinah city is not essen�al part ( pillar ) or
duties of Hajj & Umrah,however,the Masjid of prophet

is one of the Masjids that mentioned in Hadith you
can visit and pray in as in this Hadith :

( No sacred journey should be intended except for three Masjids;
Masjid Alharam, My Masjid and the Al-Aqsa Masjid ) Mutafaq alaih

Therefore , it is permissible to travel to one of these
Masjids , since pray in these Masjid is more preferred
than others as prophet said :

( Praying in my Masjid has thousand �mes more reward than
others except the Alharam Masjid which is the pray in Masjid
AL haram has hundred �me more reward than my Masjid )
Narrated by Ebn Hiban.

When you are visiting Almadinah,there are some dis
-ciplines should be known in order to prevent mistakes
and breaches that will invalidated your deeds.

If you decided to visit Almadinah , then make your
intention to visit the Masjid not the grave of prophet
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, as prophet has described, this does not mean that we
are prohibi�ng his grave to be visited . However , this
means to make your inten�on to visit the Masjid as
mentioned in the Hadith , so when you are visiting the
Masjid then visit the messenger of Allah and we are go
-ing discuss the disciplines of this visit .

When you arrived the Masjid of prophet enter
with right foot then read the entering supplica�on.

If the �me wasn’t for obligatory prayer when you
arrived , then pray two rikaat of Masjid greeting , beca-
use the messenger of Allah said:

(when one of you entered a Masjid should pray two rikaat before
si�ng down ) narrated by Albukhary

If you could pray these two rikaat in the honoured
Rawdha that is preferred , as men�oned in the Hadith :

( between my home and platform (Minbar) is one of the
paradise’s gardens and my platform is on the pool (Hawdh)}
narrated by Bukhary

Then go to the room of the prophet to greet him
and say :

Salamu Alaikum Ya rasul Allah.
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And be aware don’t make supplica�on while you
are facing that room.

Do not ask anyone except Allah , do not make the
prophet associate to Allah , Allah says :

( And do not invoke besides Allah that which neither benef -
its you nor harms you, for if you did, then indeed you would
be of the wrongdoers ) chapter Yunus 106.

What is allowed for sake of prophet is pray on him
saying : ( Allahuma Sali ala Mohammed ),as he encoura
-ged believer to do so, he said :

( whoever prayed on me once,God prayed on him ten �me )
narrated by Muslim.

It is men�oned in Hadith:

( pray on me on Friday more than other days,as my na�on’s praye
-rs will be exhibit to me every Friday , whoever pray on me more
will be closer to me ) narrated by Albaihaqi and Albany said is good.

If you greeted the prophet then greet his friend in
his migration, the caliphate (Abi Bakr Alsiddiq) and say:
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visit in Albaqiee and Uhud cemetery

Salamu Alaika ya Aba bakr Alsiddiq
Then greet to the second caliphate and say :

Salamu Alaika ya Umar bn Alkha�ab

The places that permissible to visit in Almadinah are
(Albaqiee cemetery) and the martyrs (Uhud cemetery)
which contain large number of the companions and rig
-hteous people of this nation.

The cemetery of Albaqiee is located close to the pro
-phet’s Masjid,and the Uhud martyrs cemetery contain
seventy martyrs of ( Uhud ba�le ), located down of the
Uhud mounting .

when you visited say :

( Salamu alaikum the home of believers folk , you have received
what been promised to you postpone for tomorrow and we are
reaching you if Allah willing , oh my lord forgive people of Baqiee )
narrated by Muslim.
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How to pray funeral

visit (Qiba’a) Masjid

It is Sunnah to visit (Qiba’a) Masjid, which is the first
Masjid been built by the prophet when he migrated
to Madinah , it is Sunnah to visit this Masjid by taking
ablu�on from your home or the place you are staying
in then go to the Masjid to pray two rikaat the prophet
said:

( Whoever cleaned himself ( have ablu�on ) then came to Qiba’a
Masjid to pray in it, he will received the reward of an Umrah )
narrated by Ahmed, Alnasaee and Ebn Majeh.

On Hajj season funeral prayer taking place after each
obligatory prayer in both honoured Haram.

One of the specifications of this prayer is performed
standing without any bending or kneeling .

How is performed : you should be completely clean
( having ablution ) .
1. First Takbeer (Allah u Akber)to enter the prayer, and
then recite Alfatiha then anything from Quran .
2. Second �me say ( Takbeer then ) :( Allahuma Sali Ala
saidina Mohammed wa Ala A’li Mohammed kama sala-
ita Ala Ibrahim wa ala A’li Ibrahim enaka hamidun maje
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The conditions of true repentance

-ed, allahuma barik ala Mohammed wa ala a’li
Mohammed kama barekta ala Ibrahim wa ala A’li Ibrah
-im enaka hamidun majeed).
3. Then say ( Takbeer for third �me ) : then make suppl
-ication for the dead people and yourself.
4. Then say( forth Takbeer ): wait a few second and say
Salam alaikum on your right shoulder only.

1. Your repentance should be purely for Allah sake
and fear him .
2. Regret what you have done of sins.
3. Quit the sin completely.
4. Determine do not go back to that sin.
5. Your repentance should be before sunrise from suns
-et location.
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Dear Brother/Sisters
These sacred days you are spending in Hajj are priceless and
very concerned in your life, So inves�ng most of your �me in
remembrance of Allah , reciting Quran and behaving good is
expected from you as Allah said in the Holly Quran :
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